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AUTHORITIES LAG AGAINST FAST-EVOLVING
CYBERSPACE THREATS: REPORT

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

Most governments are yet to establish legal and political frameworks for cyber threats   | Photo
Credit: Reuters

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

Governments worldwide are too often playing catch-up against private cyberspace operators in
what is poised to become a key arena for defending national interests, the International Institute
for Strategic Studies said Tuesday.

And while the US remains the dominant cyberspace power, China is rapidly gaining ground and
could soon be a major rival in both the civil and military spheres, the Britain-based research
group said after a two-year study.

"All countries are still in the early stages of coming to terms with the strategic implications of
cyberspace," the IISS analysts said.

"A sense of crisis and inadequacy is pervasive in political circles, with private actors seemingly
saying 'catch me if you can' to governments as they race to maximise immense profits."

Despite the rapid advances in surveillance and intelligence technologies that exploit advanced
computing and network capabilities, most governments have yet to establish legal and political
frameworks for their use.

"The traditional structures of government, corporate management and social organisation
consistently struggle to adapt in a timely fashion," the IISS report said.

It ranked 15 major countries into three groups based on their technological prowess, with the US
at the top given its 25 years of experience and investment in cyber-capabilities.

But China is gaining ground after making rapid progress in certain fields, as have Russia,
Britain, Israel, Australia, Canada and France.

Also Read | Disinformation is a cybersecurity threat

In a third group are emerging countries such India, Japan, Iran and North Korea, which are still
weak in certain areas but with ambitious plans for staking out their patch of the cybersphere.

"China is a second-tier cyber power but, given its growing industrial base in digital technology, it
is the state best placed to join the US in the first tier," the analysts said.

"At the heart of the national strategies of the US and China, and the trade war between them, is
competition for control over the technologies that physically underpin the future of cyberspace --
such as microchip production, computer assembly, mobile internet (such as 5G), cloud
architectures, cables and routers," they said.
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At the heart of the dispute between Twitter and the Union government is who gets to decide
what goes on the platform, and both parties are claiming to be defenders of free speech.

Will they become law? How will the move impact India?
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HOW CHHATTISGARH HAS STALLED A HISTORIC
JUDGMENT

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Linkages between development and spread of extremism incl.
Naxalism

Ten years ago, on July 5, 2011, Justices B. Sudershan Reddy and S.S. Nijjar delivered a historic
judgment banning Salwa Judum, a vigilante movement started in 2005 and sponsored by the
Chhattisgarh and Central government, ostensibly to fight against the Maoists. The judges also
ruled that the use of surrendered Maoists and untrained villagers in frontline counter-insurgency
operations as Special Police Officers (SPOs) was unconstitutional. It directed that the existing
SPOs be redeployed in traffic management or other such safe duties. Other matters, especially
prosecution of security forces and others involved in human rights violations, and rehabilitation
of villagers who had suffered violence, were left pending, since the State had been asked to
submit comprehensive plans for this.

Ten years on, nothing has been done to implement the judgment. Instead, the State government
has merely renamed the SPOs. They are now known as the District Reserve Guard (DRG).
Conversations with DRG members have revealed that most of them are captured or surrendered
Maoists and are given automatic weaponry as soon as they join the police force. Some of them
get one-three months of training, and some not even that. They commit the most excesses
against their former fellow villagers, suffer the most casualties in any operation, and are paid
much less than the regular constabulary, all the reasons the judges had outlawed their use. A
contempt petition filed in 2012 is still awaiting hearing. Although ‘final hearings’ commenced in
December 2018 before another bench of Justice Madan Lokur and Justice Deepak Gupta, the
judges retired soon thereafter and there has been no hearing since.

Much has happened on the ground since then. At its peak between 2005 and 2007, the Judum
involved forcing villagers into government-controlled camps. Those who refused were punished
by having their villages burnt. Hundreds of people were killed and their deaths were not even
recorded as ‘encounters’. Villagers fled to neighbouring States or into the forests around their
villages. Sangham members — active but unarmed Maoist sympathisers — were either jailed or
compelled to join the security forces as SPOs.

Today, the Judum camps are virtually empty with only the former SPOs and their families
remaining, in now permanent houses. Villagers split between those who went to the camp and
those who went to the forest are now reconciled. People have come back and started cultivation.
An entire generation has grown up and, as we see in the movement against the Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF) camp in Silger, have embarked on new struggles.

Across the region, villagers are demanding schools and health centres. Instead, what they have
got in abundance are CRPF camps. These have come up at intervals of less than 5 km, and
roads are being bulldozed through what were once dense forests. The only Supreme Court
direction to have been implemented since 2007, when the case began, was that security forces
vacate the schools where they were camped. But that is because with its own larger takeover of
public land and private fields, the CRPF no longer has any use for these ruined structures.

Villagers have tried out all the tools of getting justice but failed. The residents of Tadmetla,
Timapuram and Morpalli, whose villages were burnt by the security forces in 2011, travelled
hundreds of kilometres to give evidence before the Central Bureau of Investigation, which found
in their favour, and filed a charge sheet against some SPOs. In a rare moment, the National
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Human Rights Commission castigated the government for violations in village Kondasawli, in a
case filed by lawyer Sudha Bharadwaj. The villagers of Sarkeguda, where 17 innocent people,
including children, had been shot dead one night in June 2012, showed great courage and
persistence in deposing before a judicial enquiry commission. But in all these cases, where the
government and security forces have been indicted by independent inquiries, no steps have
been taken to prosecute those responsible.

T.R. Andhyarujina and Ashok Desai, the lawyers who argued for the villagers pro bono in the
Supreme Court, have passed away. And Justice Nijjar too. Ms. Bharadwaj has been in jail since
2018 on contested charges. Along with five others, I have survived a false charge of murder
levelled by the police, and even been compensated by the NHRC for the mental trauma
undergone, though our case is an exception. Podiyam Panda, former Communist Party of India
(CPI) activist, who supported the Tadmetla villagers to demand justice, was arrested, allegedly
tortured and is now a ‘police informer’. The Maoists will not let him or his wife, the former
sarpanch of Chintagufa, return to the village, even though all the people in Chintagufa and
neighbouring villages want them back.

In 2014, a Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) government replaced the 10-year-old Congress
government at the Centre. In 2018, a Congress government replaced the 15-year-old BJP
government in Chhattisgarh. Mahendra Karma, the Adivasi face of a violent movement jointly
run by the BJP and Congress, was killed by the Maoists in 2013. The medical college hospital in
Dimrapal is now named after him. S.R.P. Kalluri, as Bastar Inspector General of Police, was
accused of many human rights violations. He was moved out of Bastar, but never prosecuted
despite being named in an internal report by the CBI for burning Tadmetla.

When contesting the elections in 2018, the Congress promised to do something about the
thousands of innocent villagers who are arrested en masse by the police as suspected Maoists
and spend long years in jail before being acquitted. For these villagers, meeting their families is
difficult and hiring lawyers drains their meagre resources. Even as a few dedicated human rights
lawyers have tried to help, the scale of arrests is massive. Yet, the government’s resolve in
freeing prisoners – even during COVID-19 – is in stark contrast to its resolve in setting up
security camps and arresting more people.

Deaths in encounters between jawans and Maoists periodically hit the national headlines. But
extrajudicial killings of villagers and Maoists and killings of suspected informers by Maoists
continue at a steady pace, rarely hitting any high publicity note. An estimate given to the press
on June 28 at Sarkeguda claimed 187 deaths in fake encounters between 2015 and 2021.

Another promise made by the Congress — providing protection to journalists — also lies in
shreds. The difficulties faced by activists of the Chhattisgarh Bachao Andolan and the CPI in
reaching Silger and Sarkeguda show how the BJP’s tactics continue. The villagers were told that
COVID-19 restrictions meant they could not mourn the victims on the anniversary of the
Sarkeguda massacre, but a day later, the administration laid out a red carpet and large crowds
to welcome Congress MLA Kawasi Lakhma.

Unless both sides get serious about peace talks, another 10 years will pass. The 2011 Supreme
Court judgment will be rendered even more meaningless, as will the idea of justice or the rule of
law ever being possible in this land, in this time.

Nandini Sundar, Professor of Sociology, Delhi School of Economics, is one of the petitioners in
the Salwa Judum case
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To reassure Indian Muslims, the PM needs to state that the govt. will not conduct an exercise
like NRC
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WHY CHINA’S LARGEST RIDE-HAILING APP UNDER
PROBE?

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

Didi is one of China’s largest and most successful tech companies with over half a billion users.  
| Photo Credit: Reuters

China on Monday banned app stores in the country from listing ride-hailing company Didi Global
Inc.’s app, stating that it has made serious violations of data collection and protection laws. This
comes days after the Internet watchdog said it has launched a cybersecurity investigation
against the platform.

Last week, Didi got listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and raised over $4 billion in
the initial public offering.

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

Didi is China’s largest ride-hailing company with a market capitalisation of about $74.5 billion.
The company bought Uber’s China division in 2016, weeding out competition and helping it pave
way into newer markets.

It is also one of China’s largest and most successful tech companies with over half a billion
users.

The Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC) said it suspects the app to be involved in illegal
collection and use of personal data. It did not provide any further details.

China has clamped down some of its biggest technology giants, citing concerns over their use of
data. The watchdog said it has also launched cybersecurity reviews of logistics platforms Full
Truck Alliance Co. and Kanzhun Ltd, both companies recently got listed on NYSE.

China's antitrust regulator is also set to formally block Tencent Holdings Ltd's plan to merge the
country's top two videogame streaming sites, Huya and DouYu, according to a report by
Reuters.

Chinese authorities see large technology firms like Alibaba, Tencent and Didi as store houses of
massive amounts of user data. It slapped a $2.8 billion fine on Jack Ma's Alibaba Group for
antitrust violations after pulling the plug on a $34 billion initial public offering by affiliate company
Ant Group.

The internet watchdog also issued notices to 129 mobile apps last month for illegally collecting
consumers’ personal information.

Moreover, Didi’s “big data analysis” capability could pose serious risks to personal data of
millions of users, according to an opinion piece in The Global Times, a tabloid published by the
Chinese Communist Party’s official People’s Daily newspaper.

Didi said in a statement on Monday that the regulatory order could hurt revenue. It also
promised to “protect users’ privacy and data security, and continue to provide secure and

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/Reuters/
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convenient services to its users”.

New users will no longer be able to download the app, but old users will still be able to use it.

(With inputs from AP)

Our code of editorial values

Bengio is expected to lead a new AI research unit at Apple under John Giannandrea, senior vice
president of machine learning and AI strategy, two people familiar with the matter said.
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WHAT IS DRIVING CHINA'S CLAMPDOWN ON DIDI AND
DATA SECURITY?

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

China's cyberspace regulator has launched a probe into ride-hailing giant Didi Global, calling for
it to stop adding new users and for app stores to remove it, days after it went public in a $4.4
billion New York stock sale.

The move, followed by similar actions against two other recently U.S.-listed Chinese firms,
comes amid tightening policies around data control and privacy, and a broader crackdown on
tech firms.

WHAT ARE THE ALLEGATIONS AGAINST DIDI?

The Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC) on July 2 called for Didi to stop accepting new
user registrations, citing China's Cybersecurity Law, a sweeping piece of legislation
implemented in 2017.

Two days later, the CAC said Didi's app "has serious violations of laws and regulations
pertaining to the collection of personal information."

The CAC has not publicly specified the violations.

WHAT USER DATA DOES DIDI COLLECT?

Didi, China's biggest ride-hailing company, provides 20 million rides a day in China to users who
sign up through an app that uses a phone number and password.

Didi collects user location and trip route data, for safety and data analysis. It routinely publishes
reports illustrating its big data analytics, showing, for example, what times people in certain cities
finish work, or which employers have the longest work hours.

Didi also equips cars with cameras monitoring road conditions, and what is happening in the car,
collecting data on 100 billion kilometres of Chinese roads per year.

Didi stores all Chinese user and roads data on domestic servers. A Didi executive said on
Saturday it was impossible that it passed data to the United States.

WHY DID THE CAC TARGET DIDI?

China is in the process of revamping its policy towards privacy and data security.

In late April, China issued a second version of a draft Personal Information Protection Law,
which calls for tech platforms to impose stricter measures to ensure secure storage of user data.

In September, China is set to implement its Data Security Law, which requires companies that
process "critical data" to conduct risk assessments and submit reports to authorities. It also calls
on organizations that process data affecting China's national security to submit to annual
reviews.

https://www.livemint.com/science/news/chinese-astronauts-recycle-66-litres-urine-into-distilled-water-to-help-crew-report-11625667920443.html
https://www.livemint.com/companies/news/didis-china-probe-adds-to-business-challenges-at-home-and-abroad-11625661700304.html
https://www.livemint.com/companies/news/didis-china-probe-adds-to-business-challenges-at-home-and-abroad-11625661700304.html
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Michael Tan, who heads the China TMC practice of international law firm Taylor Wessing, says
these laws build on the Cybersecurity Law, and the actions against Didi and other companies
publicly demonstrate how seriously the government will enforce the new legislation.

In May, the CAC accused 105 apps, including Bytedance’s Douyin and Microsoft’s Bing, of
collecting excessive amounts of users’ personal information and illegally accessing it.

WHAT'S WITH THE TIMING?

The move has drawn comparisons to late last year when Ant Group, the fintech affiliate of
Alibaba, saw its massive planned Shanghai and Hong Kong IPO thwarted when regulators
announced an investigation days before it was due to list.

Some investors and experts suspect that by targeting a high-profile tech company that listed in
the United States, Beijing is signaling it wants its data-rich tech firms to list domestically, not
overseas, for security reasons.

Late on Tuesday, China's cabinet said Beijing will step up supervision of Chinese firms listed
offshore and bolster regulation of cross-border data flows and security.

"When companies go public they need to disclose a lot of detail about how their supply chain
actually operates," said Nico Bahmanyar, who tracks Chinese data policy at Beijing-based law
firm Leaf.

"So if China sees a risk there, it will be easier to control on the Hong Kong stock exchange than
the U.S. stock exchange."
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TRACKING FUGITIVES EVERYWHERE
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Security challenges and their management in Border Areas

Indian law on extradition is spread across the Indian Penal Code as well as various laws
pertaining to narcotic drugs, Information Technology, hijacking, and so on. Procedural laws have
the Code of Criminal Procedure as their backbone but there are other laws too, such as the
Extradition Act, the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, the Prevention of
Corruption Act, the Prevention of Money Laundering, and so on.

The bulk of the investigation and prosecution work happens at police stations in the States,
while Central agencies take up the important cases. Central agencies have developed
reasonable expertise because they are focussed only on investigation and prosecution work,
whereas State police forces (except specialised wings) are engaged in law-and-order work as
well as investigations. There is a tendency to close investigations once the accused have
absconded, and an overwhelming tendency to bank on statements obtained from the accused or
during interrogation before closing investigations. It would be interesting to know what proportion
of arrest warrants obtained by investigation agencies of States pertain to persons who have
absconded or are ‘wanted’, whether within India or abroad. Some police stations do initiate
proceedings for attachment of property and declaration of the accused as proclaimed offenders,
but the number of cases where coordinated efforts are made to pursue fugitives – domestically
or internationally – are hardly documented. If the number of Red Corner Notices issued are of
any indication, only about 750 such criminals are wanted by Indian agencies. The number of
Blue Corner Notices issued is about 300.

Theoretically there exists a system of tracking criminals worldwide – through Interpol Notices
and the sharing of immigration databases of different countries – but there is no coordinated
system or database for tracking criminals or wanted persons domestically. In the absence of
such a system, it is relatively easy for criminals from one police station/jurisdiction to melt into
the population in any other area, almost undetected.

The creation of a nationwide database of wanted persons, which could be accessible for police
agencies, the public and others (like passport and immigration authorities), is imperative. The
Crime and Criminal Tracking Network and Systems and the National Intelligence Grid are efforts
in the right direction, but more integration is desirable. Perhaps a nation-wide system of ‘Wanted
Persons Notices’, similar to Interpol Notices, is required, to help track fugitives domestically.
Countries like the U.S. have functional inter-State extradition and fugitive tracking systems; India
needs to set up such dedicated ‘fugitive tracking units’. There needs to be enhanced integration
between immigration agencies, State police agencies, Interpol-New Delhi, the External Affairs
Ministry and Home Ministry and central investigation agencies. Intelligence agencies also need
to pool in.

What may also help India plug loopholes is sharing its ‘wanted’ database or providing access to
it to foreign embassies on a reciprocal basis or through treaties or arrangements. All this will
help detect possible plans of criminals to abscond abroad.

Signing of more bilateral and multilateral conventions on criminal matters would help plug legal
infirmities. Signing bilateral agreements on cooperation in policing matters would also help. All
relevant legal processes and requirements should be incorporated into one consolidated law on
international cooperation.

The entire gamut of activities pertaining to fugitives, from investigation to extradition, needs to be
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incorporated into a specialised set-up with an Integrated International Cooperation Division
(IICD) at the top. The IICD should have linkages with proposed fugitive tracking units at the
State level. This would ensure that requisite expertise and forward-and-backward linkages are
created. Making systems watertight would deter criminals from hoodwinking the law.

Rupin Sharma is an IPS officer

Our code of editorial values

To reassure Indian Muslims, the PM needs to state that the govt. will not conduct an exercise
like NRC
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BITCOIN HARDWARE WALLET EXPLAINED
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

Hardware wallets store details of the user's private keys in secure format.   | Photo Credit:
Trezor

Last week, Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey announced his payments firm Square would soon build a
hardware wallet to store bitcoin. The wallet will be a type of plug-in device, much like a USB
pendrive that stores, manages and secures a user’s crypto assets.

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

Each digital asset is linked to a cryptographic password called a ‘private key’ to allow users to
access it. This key safeguards cryptocurrencies from theft and unauthorised access.

The asset owner, with the help of a secure hardware wallet, can access the private key to buy
and sell crypto assets from anywhere. Most hardware wallets allows users to manage multiple
accounts; some even allow users to connect to their Google or Facebook accounts. Popular
hardware wallets include Trezor, Ledger, KeepKey and Prokey.

Cryptocurrency keys can be stored in two kinds of wallets - software and hardware.

Also Read | Cryptocurrency holders targeted with ‘intrusive’ new access tool

Software wallets are like smartphone apps that digitally store private keys. Most software wallets
don’t charge users to store private keys, but may collect commission for trading via the app.
These wallets can be vulnerable to malware.

Hardware wallets and physical devices act like cold storage for confidential keys. The
passwords are protected by a PIN, making it difficult for hackers to extract private keys as the
information is not exposed to the Internet.

Hardware wallets are said to be convenient as they can be connected to trading exchanges to
complete transactions.

Also Read | In a world first, El Salvador makes bitcoin legal tender

Hardware wallets are often stored in a protected microcontroller and cannot be transferred out of
the device, making them secure. Their isolation from the Internet also mitigates the risk of the
assets being compromised. Moreover, it does not rely on any third-party app.

Since the wallet is in physical form, the device could be stolen or destroyed. A 2016 study by the
University of Michigan also noted prominent hardware backdoors that could be used by
malicious actors to steal confidential data.

The device can also be expensive as compared to software wallets. Some hardware wallets can
also have complex features, making it difficult for first-timers to understand.

Our code of editorial values
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At the heart of the dispute between Twitter and the Union government is who gets to decide
what goes on the platform, and both parties are claiming to be defenders of free speech.

Will they become law? How will the move impact India?
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WHAT SHOULD DEFINE INTEGRATION OF ARMED
FORCES?

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Security challenges and their management in Border Areas

More from the author

The recent past has witnessed yet another public difference of opinion regarding the nature and
contours of ongoing efforts at integrating the armed forces. While debate and deliberations on
major decisions, including the military, are welcome, the acerbic point and counterpoint that
accompanied a flurry of articles thereafter, seemed to go beyond such deliberations. Is the air
force a supporting arm like artillery? Is there a problem with how the army views the air force
and vice versa? Does the army even understand air power? What is wrong with the provision of
providing support to the army in war? And the list goes on.

Several attempts have been made to answer these questions, often accompanied by
innuendoes. However, none of them provides an answer to the question that leads to simmering
exchanges both in private and public. The question is: Why have the proposed structural
changes led to deep-seated and deep-rooted anguish within the three services? While turf wars
may immediately come to mind, it is more important to discuss a more fundamental issue that
involves not only the armed forces but also the decision-making authorities.

On 15 August 2019, Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced the profound decision of creating
the post of Chief of Defence Staff (CDS). It would be stating the obvious that it did come as a
surprise to most strategic analysts, who expected, at best, the appointment of a Permanent
Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Committee, given the lack of “political consensus” in the past
and differences between and amongst the bureaucracy and services. The government’s
intention was quite clear. They were no longer willing to accept single service turfs being
protected, often at the cost of efficiency and under the shadow of sub-optimal delivery. Since the
services had themselves failed to take adequate steps in this direction, the decision, as many
had recommended, had to come from the political leadership.

The transformative initiative did not end there. Yet again, much to the surprise of most if not all,
by the end of the year, it was announced that the Department of Military Affairs would be created
with the CDS as its head, in the appointment of Secretary, Government of India.

Amongst the responsibilities assigned to the CDS is to bring about greater integration and, more
specifically, the creation of theatre commands. However, as events seem to suggest, there are
fundamental differences amongst stakeholders on the role and structure of these commands.
The reasons are not difficult to discern. And they go beyond guarding service-specific turfs.

The effectiveness of structures remains critical to the fulfilment of an assigned mandate.
However, it is more important to have a singular thought process. In this particular case, the
thought that drives future warfighting doctrines and strategies. A brief look at the three
doctrines/strategies released by each of the services over the last decade suggests service-
specific clarity, but little in terms of joint warfighting synergy. As an illustration, does the air force
share the army’s perception of hybrid wars and their changing character? Similarly, does the
army share the perception of shaping the war zone as envisaged by the air force? And finally,
are the army and air force clear about their respective roles in how the navy will pursue its
strategy in the Indian Ocean Region or for that matter the Indo-Pacific? At least the joint doctrine
does not suggest so, nor do the publicly available service-specific documents.

/taxonomy/term/1332
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Unless the armed forces and the security establishment in India take a singular approach to
warfighting, which includes evolving a singular concept of warfighting, identifying threats and
challenges, and medium and long-term capability development goals, differences that make
headlines will continue to recur time and again.

The Kargil conflict of 1999 and its aftermath also witnessed a similar back and forth between the
army and the air force. It is futile to get into the merits of the arguments on both sides. However,
it is certainly pertinent to seek reasons for the same, and these were exactly the same 22 years
ago as they are now—a glaring disparity in how warfighting is perceived by individual services
and unless pushed by circumstances, preferring to go it alone. Unfortunately, none of them is
willing to concede that more often than not, service interests overshadow the interests of
warfighting as a collective national endeavour. This is not peculiar to Indian conditions. Since
1946, when Harry Truman ordered the creation of seven unified commands, the US armed
forces have squabbled amongst themselves, often leading to disastrous results. Resultantly,
from the 1986 Goldwater–Nichols Act in the US to the Levene Committee recommendations in
the UK, major changes have come often against the wishes of the armed forces.

However, structural changes, despite all impediments in the past are still easy to implement. It is
more difficult to ensure that these follow a single warfighting thought process rather than multiple
ones stitched together. This must emanate not only from the highest levels of the armed forces
in their avatar as the senior-most professional military soldiers but also from those responsible
for the defence of the country, i.e., the policymakers. In the absence of a single thought process,
the public display of fundamental differences is bound to happen.

This is not to say that professional differences are not possible or welcome in any discussion.
Quite the contrary, these are bound to enrich the final decision-making ability of policymakers.
However, such debates must precede a decision as momentous as the creation of theatre
commands. Once the decision is taken and the services are on board, every constituent of the
government must work together to make it a success.

The fact remains that despite the concept of integration and theatre commands being analysed
for years, there was little effort to debate its implementation amongst the three services. The
strong positions taken on the subject, rarely allowed for more light than heat to be generated.
The decision has since been taken. However, considering the present circumstances, it would
still be prudent to evolve a concept of war to facilitate ironing out existing and, if one may add,
passionately held positions.

It is often said that there is nothing that India can learn from the example of the US integration
process, given the stark differences in resources and capabilities. Nothing could be further from
reality. One can learn about the cost of committing the same mistakes that the US made when
decision-making was dogged by inter-service rivalry and attempts to guard sacred turfs. It can
also be learnt that there is value in singular strategic guidance and joint doctrinal thought. While
this may not be a guarantee against errors, it can serve the purpose of limiting them. What can
certainly happen as a result of well-intentioned mistakes and constraints of understanding, must
not be compounded by procedural weaknesses and limitations. Having a single perspective of
warfighting is one such urgent need that must be met sooner rather than later. In its absence,
structures will remain structures, without the indispensable thought that guide them.

And finally, how much time do the services need to seek consensus on this issue? A broad
strategic guidance must be finalised within three months in conjunction with political inputs and
the underpinnings must thereafter be converted into a single military strategy within one year.
While the first stage will provide the basis for taking forward joint structures, the latter will
facilitate the creation of integrated operational directives thereafter. These directives will provide
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the direction for theatres to subsequently undertake a follow-up of the same at their level. The
ongoing debate yet again reinforces the need for a National Security Strategy and a Defence
Strategy, which must become the basis for military strategy to evolve. However, given the
present circumstances, the services cannot use its absence as an alibi for stalling the ongoing
reform process.

Views expressed are of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Manohar
Parrikar IDSA or of the Government of India.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-07-20

SEVERAL DELHI-BASED ENVOYS, STAFF OF NGOS ON
PEGASUS LIST

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

While reports of Indian politicians and journalists being targets of surveillance operations carried
out with the help of the Pegasus spyware took centrestage on Monday, French newspaper Le
Monde reported that several Delhi-based diplomats were also on the list of potential targets for
phone hacking from 2017-2021, along with a phone associated with Pakistan Prime Minister
Imran Khan.

On Monday, media organisations in the 17-member consortium published more details of the
leaked database allegedly belonging to Israeli technology company, the NSO group, that
developed Pegasus. U.S.-based Washington Post , U.K.-based The Guardian and The Wire in
India reported that the telephone numbers of a British High Commission official and two officials
of the American Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), and employees of
international NGOs like the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation were also in the database of
those targeted.

New Delhi has hostile relations with China and Pakistan at present, and their diplomats are
under close watch, but it is significant that the list included several countries that India has very
friendly ties with as well.

“The numbers of [Pakistan Prime Minister] Imran Khan and several of his ambassadors in India
appear on the list as potential targets. Dozens of other Delhi-based diplomats and ambassadors
are also included, from Iran, Afghanistan, China, Nepal and Saudi Arabia,” the report published
on Monday in Le Monde said, adding that the number of Pakistan’s High Commissioner to India
was on the list too.

The Hindu requested responses from each of the embassies and high commissions listed in the
reports, but did not receive any. Officials in the Ministry of External Affairs said they were
unaware of the issue being raised by the diplomatic missions with the government thus far.

Both the Gates Foundation and the CDC have had some run-ins over Foreign Contribution Act
(FCRA) regulations with the Modi government in the last few years. While a Gates-backed NGO
was barred from receiving any foreign funds in 2017, the CDC was placed on a “prior
permissions” watch list for foreign funding in December 2019.

“The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has no comment,” the CDC said in a
statement to The Hindu

According to the report in the Le Monde , the use of the Pegasus software began “just after”
Prime Minister Narendra Modi visited Israel in July 2017, a visit that was marked by his close
interactions with then Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.

In responses to the media stories, the NSO group had made it clear that the Israel government
had to approve all exports of technology like Pegasus, and that it was sold “solely to law
enforcement and intelligence agencies of vetted governments”.

More than 50,000 phone numbers of citizens clustered mainly in Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Hungary,
India, Kazakhstan, Mexico, Morocco, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates have
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been studied as a part of the international collaboration by NGOs and media organisations
investigating phone surveillance using the software.
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A SPYWARE SCANDAL THAT CAN’T BE BRUSHED
ASIDE

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

If Pegasus was snooping on our public figures, we must find out who exactly was using this
invasive tool. So grave a matter calls for an independent probe. We also need a privacy law

In a world of nation-states on perpetual high alert over national security, our right to privacy was
compromised even before leaps of technology gave espionage agencies a window to our private
lives through smartphones. Technically, it would seem that nobody who ventures online can
escape the prying eyes of the state. Pegasus, the spyware developed by Israel’s NSO Group
that’s in the eye of our ‘snoopgate’ scandal, is said to enable the complete hijack of a target
handset. Beyond relaying voice calls, mirroring its screen elsewhere and extracting data once a
phone is bugged, this software is reputedly also capable of using its microphone and camera at
the will of a remote spymaster. As befits such an intrusive tool, its maker has claimed it is only
available to governments. Allegations of India’s government being among its users had surfaced
back in 2019, too, but a flaring list of Indian targets—backed by forensic reports of some break-
ins—has only just emerged. It has evoked consternation. And for good reason.

The news-grabber on that list of 300 public figures is the name of Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi, though it features a motley bunch of journalists, politicians, businessmen and social
activists, few of whose public utterances would indicate a friendly disposition towards the ruling
dispensation led by the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). If that’s not scandalous enough, it
includes Ashok Lavasa, who had a constitutional role as an election commissioner till last
August, and family members of a woman who’d accused Rajya Sabha member Ranjan Gogoi of
sexual misconduct when he was our chief justice. Prashant Kishor, a poll strategist, finds
mention too. This list was drawn from a leak of about 50,000 mobile numbers obtained by
Amnesty International and France-based Forbidden Stories before it was analysed by 17 media
outlets, including the UK’s Guardian, America’s Washington Post and an Indian news website,
The Wire. Among politicians, it is not just opposition leaders whose devices were allegedly
bugged (or sought to be), but a couple of serving ministers in the BJP government, too, a charge
that has raised the episode’s intrigue quotient. On its part, the Centre has denied any
“unauthorized surveillance" of citizens and averred its adherence to protocols on espionage, by
which our spooks can intercept private communication only in the national interest, and that too,
only after due clearances. Yet, since it is very likely that interceptions of some sort did occur, it is
incumbent upon the Centre to issue a clear statement on this specific case. Did it or did it not
use Pegasus to spy on these citizens? If NSO’s access policy is not foolproof and a rogue unit
or freelance operator is suspected to be behind these violations, we still need to know. Either
way, an independent investigation must be instituted right away. This could take the form of a
judicial enquiry or a joint parliamentary panel probe.

Even without high-profile individuals under watch, it is unnerving that our phones can be taken
over by spyware. Thus, we urgently need to assure everyone of privacy as a fundamental right,
as held by the Supreme Court of India, by enacting an appropriate law to safeguard us. The
proposed Personal Data Protection Bill of 2019, described as “Orwellian" by some legal experts,
would give a central data authority inordinate power over fiduciaries to access our digital trails.
Without judicial oversight, this should not be allowed. Further, we should be granted explicit
ownership of our personal data. As a proud democracy, we can’t afford to slip the way of a
surveillance state.
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PEGASUS IS INDIA’S WATERGATE MOMENT
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

“If this government ever became a tyranny, if a dictator ever took charge in this country, the
technological capacity that the intelligence community has given the government could enable it
to impose total tyranny, and there would be no way to fight back because the most careful effort
to combine together in resistance to the government, no matter how privately it was done, is
within the reach of the government to know. Such is the capability of this technology.” Those
words of Sen. Frank Church, who led one of two committees on intelligence and surveillance
reform established in the aftermath of the Watergate scandal, are just as relevant in India today
given the revelations of extensive surveillance — it is unclear by whom, but signs point to the
Indian government — by the use of spyware on people’s phones. While there is much to be said
about the international regulation of the unaccountable sale of spyware by shadowy entities
such as the NSO Group, it is equally, if not more important to ensure that surveillance in India is
made accountable.

My former colleague, Sunil Abraham, often likens surveillance to salt. A small amount of
surveillance is necessary for the health of the body politic, just as salt is for the body; in excess,
both are dangerous. While one cannot enjoy the liberties provided under the Constitution without
national security, we must equally remember that national security is not meaningful if it comes
at the cost of the very liberties such security is supposed to allow us to enjoy. Excessive and
unaccountable surveillance imperils privacy, freedom of thought, of speech, and has a chilling
effect on people’s behaviour, while shattering the bedrock of the rule of law upon which a
constitutional liberal democracy is built.

Also read: In 2019, IT House panel unsuccessfully tried to probe Pegasus breach

The government claims all its surveillance is authorised and justified. But then, the question
arises: where are the prosecutions for terrorism, organised crime, espionage, etc., based on
evidence from such surveillance? Who is ensuring that the surveillance is necessary and
proportionate? Indeed, on the contrary, there are numerous examples of surveillance powers
being misused for personal and political gain, and to harass opponents.

In 2012 in Himachal Pradesh, the new government raided police agencies and recovered over a
lakh phone conversations of over a thousand people, mainly political members, and many senior
police officials, including the Director General of Police (DGP), who is legally responsible for
conducting phone taps in the State.

In 2013, India’s current Home Minister was embroiled in a controversy dubbed “Snoopgate”, with
phone recordings alleged to be of him speaking to the head of an anti-terrorism unit to conduct
covert surveillance on a young architect and her family members without any legal basis. The
Gujarat government admitted the surveillance, including phone tapping, but claimed it was done
on the basis of a request made to the Chief Minister by the woman’s father. Yet, no order signed
by the State’s Home Secretary — a legal necessity for a phone tap — was ever produced, and
the Gujarat High Court shut down an inquiry into “Snoopgate” upon the request of the architect
and her father, on the shocking basis that it “did not involve public interest”.

In 2009, the United Progressive Alliance government swore in an affidavit in the Supreme Court
that the CBDT had placed Niira Radia, a well-connected PR professional, under surveillance
due to fears of her being a foreign spy. Yet, while they kept her under surveillance for 300 days,
they did not prosecute her for espionage.

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/several-delhi-based-diplomats-staff-of-international-ngos-on-pegasus-list/article35413018.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/in-2019-it-house-panel-unsuccessfully-tried-to-probe-pegasus-breach/article35428422.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/for-virbhadra-singh-money-grows-on-trees/article4023305.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/gujarat-justifies-2009-snoopgate-opposes-cbi-probe/article5867585.ece
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Non-state actors such as the Essar group, have also been shown to engage in illegal
surveillance. K.K. Paul, then the Governor of Meghalaya, noted complaints by telecom operators
that private individuals were misusing police contacts to tap phone calls of “opponents in trade
or estranged spouses”.

There are dozens of such examples of unlawful surveillance which seem to be for political and
personal gain, and have nothing to do with national security or organised crime. Yet, there are
few examples of people being held legally accountable for unlawful surveillance.

Currently, the laws authorising interception and monitoring of communications are Section 92 of
the CrPC (for call records, etc), Rule 419A of the Telegraph Rules, and the rules under Sections
69 and 69B of the IT Act. Indeed, it is unclear when the Telegraph Act applies and when the IT
Act applies. A limited number of agencies are provided powers to intercept and monitor.

In 2014, the Ministry of Home Affairs told Parliament that nine central agencies and the DGPs of
all States and Delhi were empowered to conduct interception under the Indian Telegraph Act. In
2018, nine central agencies and one State agency were authorised to conduct intercepts under
Section 69 of the IT Act. Yet, the Intelligence Organisations Act, which restricts the civil liberties
of intelligence agency employees, only lists four agencies, while the RTI Act lists 22 agencies as
“intelligence and security organisations established by the central government” that are exempt
from the RTI Act. Thus, it is unclear which entities count as intelligence and security agencies.

Further, a surveillance alphabet soup exists, with programmes such as CMS, TCIS, NETRA,
CCTNS, and so on, none of which has been authorised by any statute, and thus fall short of the
2017 K.S. Puttaswamy judgment, which made it clear that any invasion of privacy could only be
justified if it satisfied three tests: first, the restriction must be by law; second, it must be
necessary (only if other means are not available) and proportionate (only as much as needed);
and third, it must promote a legitimate state interest (e.g., national security).

In 2010, then Vice-President Hamid Ansari called for a legislative basis for India’s agencies, and
the creation of a standing committee of Parliament on intelligence to ensure that they remain
accountable and respectful of civil liberties. In 2011, the Cabinet Secretary in a note on
surveillance held that the Central Board of Direct Taxes having interception powers was a
continuing violation of a 1975 Supreme Court judgment on the Telegraph Act. That same year,
parliamentarian Manish Tewari introduced a private member’s Bill to bring intelligence agencies
under a legislative framework. That Bill soon lapsed. In 2013, the Ministry of Defence-funded
think-tank, the Institute for Defence and Strategic Analysis, published a report, “A Case for
Intelligence Reforms in India”, a core recommendation of which was: “the intelligence agencies
in India must be provided a legal framework for their existence and functioning; their functioning
must be under Parliamentary oversight and scrutiny”.

In 2018, the Srikrishna Committee on data protection noted that post the K.S. Puttaswamy
judgment, most of India’s intelligence agencies are “potentially unconstitutional”, since they are
not constituted under a statute passed by Parliament — the National Intelligence Agency being
an exception. In its 2019 election manifesto, the Indian National Congress — in what to my
knowledge was a first for a national political party — called for parliamentary oversight of
intelligence agencies.

The legacy of the Church Committee can be seen in the fact that the Snowden revelations in
2013 did not uncover any spying on Opposition politicians, journalists, judges, and human rights
defenders for partisan political ends. What was shocking about the Snowden revelations was the
extent of NSA’s surveillance, the overreach of the powers provided under the PATRIOT Act, as
well as the lack of sufficient checks and balances provided by the Foreign Intelligence
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Surveillance Court. The Snowden revelations led to meaningful reform of that court, and
controversial domestic surveillance provisions of the PATRIOT Act expired in 2020.

We need such reforms in India, which are aimed at professionalising intelligence gathering,
bringing intelligence agencies under parliamentary oversight, making them non-partisan, and
ensuring that civil liberties and rule of law are protected. This is India’s Watergate moment, and
the Supreme Court and Parliament should seize it.

Pranesh Prakash was a co-founder of the Centre for Internet and Society, and is an affiliated
fellow at Yale Law School’s Information Society Project
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PEGASUS ISSUE
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

Pegasus can infect both iOS and Android mobile phones, and turn them into surveillance
devices   | Photo Credit: Reuters

According to an investigative report by a consortium of media outlets, thousands of activists,
journalists and political leaders across the world were targeted by clients of an Israeli spyware
maker NSO Group. Over 300 Indians including two serving ministers in the Modi government,
three opposition leaders, journalists, rights activists, and businessmen are said to a part of the
leaked list of possible targets.

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

At the heart of the hack is a powerful spyware called Pegasus, which uses zero day vulnerability
in the operating systems (OS) to enter into a targeted individual’s phone. Using this exploit,
Pegasus can infect both iOS and Android mobile phones, and turn them into surveillance
devices.

How Pegasus attacks?

Pegasus has evolved from using spear-phishing, a process where an attacker tricks the target to
click on a malicious link sent via text message or email, to a more sophisticated method of
attack called zero-click attacks. This new form of attack has made the software one of the most
dangerous spyware that threatens individual’s privacy.

What are Zero-click attacks?

As the name suggests, the attack does not require any action by the targeted phone’s user. It
can remotely infiltrate a device with the help of spyware.

To gain entry, the software identifies zero-day vulnerabilities, meaning flaws in the OS that are
not identified yet and hence have not been patched. Instead of exploiting human error, it banks
on flaws in the software and hardware system to gain access to a device.

All the hacker does is simply make a WhatsApp call and that initiates access to the OS by
launching the code. After planting the malware, Pegasus alters call log so that the user has no
knowledge of what happened.

“When an iPhone is compromised, it’s done in such a way that allows the attacker to obtain so-
called root privileges, or administrative privileges, on the device,” Claudio Guarnieri, who runs
Amnesty International’s Berlin-based Security Lab told The Guardian. “Pegasus can do more
than what the owner of the device can do.”

NSO Group found three zero-day vulnerabilities in iOS, which allowed them entry into the
system, cybersecurity firm Incognito Security explained.

Earlier, such attacks were possible only in jailbroken iPhones. Now, Pegasus, by itself,
jailbreaks an iOS device without user’s knowledge.

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/Reuters/
https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/mumbai/pm-modi-amit-shah-should-clarify-on-pegasus-spying-issue-sena/article35403493.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/mumbai/pm-modi-amit-shah-should-clarify-on-pegasus-spying-issue-sena/article35403493.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/mumbai/pm-modi-amit-shah-should-clarify-on-pegasus-spying-issue-sena/article35403493.ece
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Jailbreak is a process used to gain root access to an iOS device. By doing it, an iPhone is freed
from the dependence of Apple as its exclusive source for apps.

Also Read | Explained | Target list of Israeli hack-for-firm widens

In Android, a method of rooting, called framaroot, was developed to gain control over a non-iOS
device. Google termed the Android version of Pegasus as Chrysaorand and had set up security
update patches.

Amnesty International noted that despite issuing security updates, Android and iOS devices
were breached.

Exploiting already installed software, such as iMessage, is another attractive method as it
increases the number of devices that can be hacked further.

What Pegasus does?

Once the spyware enters the device, it installs a module to track call logs, read messages,
emails, calendars, internet history, and gather location data to send the information to the
attacker. If the hacker is unable to find zero-day flaws in the system to infiltrate, they can install
Pegasus manually in a device or over a wireless transceiver.

The spyware hides intelligently using built-in self-destruct capabilities. If Pegasus fails to connect
with its command-and -control server for more than 60 days, it self-destructs and removes all
traces.

Also Read | New online platform maps Pegasus spread

If it detects that it was installed on the wrong device or sim card, it will again self-destruct.

Zero-click attacks are hard to detect as it is linked directly to the OS. To stay safe, users must
ensure that the software and apps in the device are updated, and that any app in use is directly
installed from Google Play Store or Apple’s App Store. Users must also avoid clicking links in
email, text or message that does not look reputable.
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PEGASUS
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

Pegasus spyware is once again at the centre of a major controversy after a two year hiatus.   |
Photo Credit: Getty Images

Pegasus spyware is once again at the centre of a major controversy after a two year hiatus.
Global reports have shown that NSO Group’s software was used to spy on about 50,000 people
including political leaders, businessmen, journalists, and activists from across the world. The
malware exploits zero day vulnerability in the device’s operating system to spy on individuals.

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

Researchers at Amnesty International have developed a toolkit that can help users identify
whether their phone was infected by the spyware.

Mobile Verification Toolkit works on both iOS and Android OS. It simplifies the process of
acquiring and analysing data from Android devices, and analyses records from iOS backups and
filesystem dumps to identify potential traces of compromise.

Researchers noted that there are more forensic traces accessible to investigators on Apple iOS
devices than on Android devices. As a result, most recent cases of confirmed Pegasus
infections have involved iPhones.

Amnesty has made the open-source toolkit available on GitHub. Since the toolkit works on the
command line, it requires some knowledge on how to navigate the terminal and may not be user
friendly.

To install the toolkit, users need to install a python package available in documentation on the
MVT (Mobile Verification Toolkit) website. It also includes instructions for both iOS and Android
on how to go about with the process. Before running MVT, users have to take a backup of their
iOS device.

Amnesty pointed that the purpose of MVT is to facilitate the ‘consensual forensic analysis’ of
devices of those who might be targets of sophisticated mobile spyware attacks.

“We do not want MVT to enable privacy violations of non-consenting individuals,” Amnesty said.
“Therefore, the goal of this license is to prohibit the use of MVT (and any other software licensed
the same) for the purpose of adversarial forensics.”

Our code of editorial values

Twitter, Google, Microsoft and Photoshop maker Adobe urged the U.S. Congress to come
together to protect Dreamers, with Google saying they wanted DACA to be "cemented" into law.

Josh Giegel, the chief executive and co-founder of Virgin Hyperloop foresees us zipping
between cities in minutes.
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JOINING THE DOTS IN THE SECOND COMING OF
PEGASUS

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

Pegasus is not a stranger to our shores. It first surfaced in our public discourse towards the end
of 2019. Researchers from University of Toronto’s Citizen Lab called up some telephone
numbers in our country and informed them that their WhatsApp chats were compromised. There
were some stirrings, but the controversy died out quietly and disappeared from our public
discourse. The attention then was predominantly on the issue of how secure WhatsApp was and
how weak its claims of end-to-end encryption were. WhatsApp’s public relations exercise to
reassure its customers of its safety and privacy grabbed disproportionate attention. All these
deflected the public’s attention from our Government’s involvement in the ugly saga and the
misuse of NSO of Israel’s spyware to snoop on its own citizens. Parliament and civil society let
the Government off easily. Perhaps, the impression that the surveillance then was largely
confined to the Bhima-Koregaon happenings also contributed to its limited appeal.

Most of us failed to connect the dots. The frequent and prolonged instances of Internet
shutdowns; use of the sedition law on critics of the Government’s policies; use of the Unlawful
Activities (Prevention) Act (UAPA); rushing of crucial pieces of legislation affecting core sectors
of our economy through the Houses of Parliament; consigning the data privacy Bill to a select
committee; the framing of rules to rein in digital news platforms, and the demonic efficiency with
which State governments were toppled appeared less dramatic and had no shock value as
unconnected events. But if connected with each other, and the Pegasus spyware running in the
background, they present a picture of India’s descent into a surveillance state.

Pegasus is India’s Watergate moment

Treated separately, each one of those incidents, caused little more than a few days of
screaming headlines, reprimanding editorials, raucous prime-time television debates, weak and
short-lived protests by political parties and rights activists. The probability that the second
coming of Pegasus into our political discourse will not be very different from its first appears very
real, if this too is treated as a separate and isolated event. Fortunately, this time it came with two
major differences.

This time the attention is exclusively on the Government’s role and there are no red herrings in
the form of questions about the safety of encryptions offered by service providers. The people
involved in the revelations are not just little known activists. They range from the Leader of the
Opposition, a constitutional authority, a number of journalists, human rights activists, Ministers in
the Government, ruling party leaders, several political leaders, serving or retired officers. The list
also revealed that the government agencies made no distinction between state interests and the
interests of the ruling party. The expansiveness of the global list of people named as intended
targets of the spyware and the prestige of publications involved in cross-border collaboration are
indeed arresting.

Pegasus’s second coming has yet another distinction. It foregrounds the collusion between
government and weapons grade surveillance tech that has no intermediary functions to confuse
us. The episodes that were hitherto played out as government versus tech in our country
allowed the combatants to compete for our support. The government and the tech companies
claimed to fight one another on our behalf. However, they were actually fights between tech and
government for possession and control of our data. Government sought its possession to control

https://www.thehindu.com/topic/pegasus-surveillance/
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society, to eliminate dissent and opposition. But it tried to portray to us that it sought to tame the
tech companies to protect our interests, privacy, and the security of the realm. Tech companies
sought to possess our data sets to make prediction products out of them and sell them to
advertisers. Both the Government and tech companies vied for surveillance over us. One for
control and the other for profits. However, there is always the undetected possibility of their
interests coalescing. In the case of Pegasus the collusion is evident. The NSO Group does not
compete with the Government for the possession of data surplus of its application. It is a pure
and simple provider of surveillance-as-a-service to the Government. In the event, Pegasus this
time shines a light on the Government for civil society to see it as a clear accountable entity.

Explained | Pegasus and the laws on surveillance in India

It is evident that the Indian government till now is acting out of a standard play book. It is
stonewalling. It has so far evaded the essential questions that are raised by the revelations.
Ministers and representatives of the ruling party are questioning the credibility of claims made by
the global consortium of media organisations that announced the startling revelations. They are
accusing the publications of acting with ulterior motives to undermine India’s democratic
institutions. Supporters of the Government’s narrative charge the publications with attempting to
defame the country. The Government’s, and its supporters’, defence so far is essentially
semantic quibble and based on raising doubts on the source of the telephone numbers that the
media consortium says is from a leaked list accessed by media portal Forbidden Stories.

The uncommonly cautious wording of the preface to the consortium’s admittedly limited claims
to their findings is sought to be used to undermine the extraordinary significance of its
revelations. The consortium desisted from making sweeping claims. It said, the leaked list of
50,000 numbers “are believed to have been selected as those of people of interest by
government clients of NSO Group”. The consortium also said that the list “indicates the potential
targets” identified in advance by the NSO’s clients for “possible surveillance”. The list is only “an
indication of intent” and the appearance of a number in it does not reveal “whether there was an
attempt to infect the phone” or “whether any attempt succeeded”.

NSO Group | The spy who came in for the phone

But amidst all this extraordinary caution is this devastating revelation which the Indian
government chooses to deliberately ignore to indulge in semantic wrangling: “However, forensic
examination of a small sample of mobile phones with numbers on the list found tight correlations
between the time and date of a number in the data and the start of Pegasus activity — in some
cases in as little as a few seconds.” Amnesty International’s forensic lab found that of the 67
phones examined, 23 were infected and 14 showed signs of attempts to penetrate. The rest
were cases of possible change of devices or those using the Android operating system that did
not keep record of logs needed for forensic work. By any standard this is considered an
overwhelming basis for further investigation. It establishes an unquestionable basis for
subjecting all the rest of the numbers from the list of 50,000 numbers for investigation. And in
India’s case, all the 300 numbers from the country that were found in the list. Already, over 10 of
them were forensically examined and found to be either successfully infected by Pegasus or
attempted to be penetrated. That is enough of a case for a comprehensive investigation into the
claims of the media consortium. But the Government narrative harps on words such as
‘indicative,’ ‘possible’ and ‘potential’ as being too general and dismisses snooping charges.

The Indian government’s defence that rests on questioning the source of the list has little merit.
Investigative journalism is under no obligation to reveal its sources. In fact, it is ethically bound
to not reveal in order to protect the identity of its sources.
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Editorial | Spy in hand: On Pegasus spyware issue

As important as the questions that the Government forcefully articulates is its remorseless
stonewalling of the most important question repeatedly asked of it. It does not tell us in
unequivocal terms whether it has or has not purchased the Pegasus spyware. It did not answer
that question during the country’s first brush with the spyware in 2019 too. Even today it seems
to be firm in its resolve not to answer. It hopes to wear down the political opposition, activists,
human rights groups, and civil society. It evidently thinks that it can wait out the news cycles to
run their course. It probably can. Civil society and the media, cannot, beyond a point, keep the
pressure on. A government with brazen determination, brute majority in the legislature, and as
yet unchallenged political capital, can afford to wait out the limited firepower of its political
opponents’ artillery.

The only institution in the present situation that can make the Government accountable is the
judiciary. The track record of our top court on major issues of defining importance to our national
life is at best mixed in the recent past. What it chooses to do or not do now can make a
difference to India. The options before it are clear as they are stark. To allow the present
government a free run in turning India into a surveillance state is one. The other is to stop the
Government in its tracks, restore to its people the gift of a free and liberal state that the founding
fathers of the Republic gave them. The country has very little time.

Parakala Prabhakar is a political economist and heads RightFOLIO, a Hyderabad-based
knowledge enterprise
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-07-30

THE WINGS OF PEGASUS, THE EPOCH OF
CYBERWEAPONS

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

A raging controversy across the world on the misuse of Pegasus spyware — a great deal of
which is mired in facts, suppositions, false trails, allegations and counter-allegations, but
nevertheless contains more than a kernel of truth — has reignited a debate on the role of cyber
weapons. From an occasional and sporadic instance of a cyberattack previously, cyberattacks
on institutions such as banks and on critical infrastructure have proliferated to an alarming
extent, signalling the emergence of the cyber weapon epoch.

The Pegasus spyware is by no means the ultimate cyberweapon. It has, however, compelled
nations to emerge from their deep slumber about the threat posed by such new age weapons,
even though it has been quite a few decades since the world saw the advent of cyberweapons,
albeit more primitive than those in vogue today.

Explained | Pegasus and the laws on surveillance in India

One of the earliest instances of this kind occurred in the 1990s when Yahya Abd-al-Latif Ayyash,
who served as the chief bomb maker for Hamas, was assassinated by Israel’s domestic
Intelligence Agency, Shin Bet, using a doctored phone containing explosives, when he
responded to a call from an unknown person. Many daring exploits of the past, which took
months of effort, and the utilisation of large numbers of people and resources to achieve, are, in
the cyber era, possible with far less effort and resources; the destruction of the Vemork power
station (in Norway) during the Second World War which took months of planning, and the
extensive resources of the Allied Powers (and involved loss of lives), for instance, could be
achieved in 2019 with a fraction of this effort. In 2019, Norsk Hydro, aluminium and energy
producer, became the victim of a cyberattack which was accomplished remotely and
anonymously, and in the shortest possible time, but with the same telling effort.

What is noteworthy is that while all of these rate as among the many dramatic transformations
brought about by cyber technologies since the turn of the century, what merits contemplation is
that while Moore’s Law democratised access to computing, and the Internet opened a whole
new avenue for communication, all this is coming at a price. Privacy has been eroded and the
Internet — true to its origins in Cold War strategy — has become a powerful weapon in the
hands of those seeking to exploit its various facets.

Cyber is often touted as the fifth dimension of warfare — in addition to land, sea, air and space.
However, it needs to be understood that cyber, as the domain of military and national security,
also co-exists with cyber as a domain of everyday life. It is the same domain. The war is no
longer out there. It is now directly inside one’s drawing room, with cyberweapons becoming the
weapon of choice.

Joining the dots in the second coming of Pegasus

Israelis, though not the cyber pioneers, today dominate the cyber domain along with the
Chinese, Russians, Koreans and, of course, the Americans. Already by the first decade of the
21st century, cyberspace had graduated from being merely the new domain of warfare, into
becoming fundamentally a civilian space. From its very inception, cyberweapons ranked as
special weapons, not unlike nuclear devices of earlier times. Following the joint U.S.-Israeli effort
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in unleashing the Stuxnet Worm in 2010 — which helped disable several hundred centrifuges at
the Iranian nuclear facility in Natanz — it became still more apparent that mankind had indeed
unleashed a new weapon, and had in a sense crossed the Rubicon.

The linkage between sabotage and intrusive surveillance is but a short step. There are many
stories in circulation of the employment of the Pegasus spyware well before the present
controversy, for in 2019, WhatsApp had sued NSO over allegations that several hundreds of its
users were the targets of the Pegasus spyware. The Israeli company’s claim that the spyware is
sold only to governments and official agencies is, however, unproven. Israel, for its part,
identifies Pegasus as a cyberweapon, and claims that its exports are controlled.

The Pegasus spyware it is stated can copy messages that are sent or received, ‘harvest photos
and record calls, secretly film through the phone’s camera, or activate the microphone to record
conversations. It can potentially pinpoint where you are, where you have been, and whom you
have met. Once installed on a phone, the spyware can harvest more or less any information or
extract any file’. Ongoing efforts by the NSO Group, the makers of Pegasus, are devoted to
making the spyware difficult to detect.

NSO Group | The spy who came in for the phone

An earlier version of Pegasus, identified as far back as 2016, infected phones mainly through
‘spearphishing’. Since then, its capabilities have vastly increased, and it currently employs ‘zero
click’ attacks, which do not require any interaction on the part of the phone owner. It is used to
exploit certain ‘zero day’ vulnerabilities found in operating systems — about which the
manufacturers themselves are unaware. Where ‘spearphishing’ or a ‘zero click’ attack cannot
succeed, the Pegasus spyware can be installed over a wireless trans-receiver located near a
target. Essentially, the Pegasus virus seeks what are termed as ‘root privileges’ — that enable
communication with its controllers through an anonymised network on Internet addresses and
servers and transit data.

A brief survey of the more damaging cyberattacks during the past decade-and-a-half with or
without the Pegasus spyware can be revealing. Beginning with the 2007 devastating cyberattack
on Estonia’s critical infrastructure, this was followed by the Stuxnet worm attack a few years
later on Iran’s nuclear facility. The Shamoon virus attack on Saudi Aramco occurred in 2012.
Thereafter, followed the 2016 cyberattack on Ukraine’s State power grid; the 2017 Ransomware
attack (NotPetya) which affected machines in as many as 64 countries; a Wannacry attack the
same year on the United Kingdom’s National Health Service; and the series of attacks this year
on Ireland’s Health Care System and in the United States such as ‘SolarWinds’, the cyber attack
on Colonial Pipeline and JBS, etc.

Pegasus is India’s Watergate moment

With cyberweapons becoming the weapon of choice not only during a conflict but even during
peacetime, matters have reached a tipping point. Cyberweapons carry untold capacity to distort
systems and structures — civilian or military — and, most importantly, interfere with democratic
processes, aggravate domestic divisions and, above all, unleash forces over which established
institutions or even governments have little control. The Pegasus spyware is all this and more.
For the present, it is hiding behind a cloak of anonymity, and the unwillingness of those to whom
it has been sold to to acknowledge its misuse, but the reprieve is likely to be only temporary.
Cyber methods which undermine capabilities can remain anonymous only for some, but not for
all time. For the present, it may remain unrecognisable, but this will be only for a limited period.

Meanwhile, we must be prepared for, and guard against, a new epoch of cyber threats,
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employing newer, state-of-the-art cyberweapons, which will further intensify cyber insecurity
across the board. As more and more devices are connected to networks, the cyber threat is only
bound to intensify, both in the short and the medium term. What is especially terrifying is that
instruments of everyday use can be infected or infiltrated without any direct involvement of the
target. The possibilities for misuse are immense and involve far graver consequences to an
individual, an establishment, or the nation. It is not difficult to envisage that from wholesale
espionage, this would become something far more sinister such as sabotage.

Pegasus maker says it will probe any credible proof of misuse, shut down system if necessary

Dealing with the cyber threat, hence, deserves careful analysis and assessment. Plunging
headlong into so-called solutions which have little rationale or depth is hardly the answer to
critical threats posed by sophisticated spyware such as Pegasus. Dealing with ‘zero day’
vulnerabilities require far more thought and introspection than merely creating special firewalls
or special phones that are ‘detached’ from the Internet. What is needed is a deeper
understanding of not only cyber technologies, but also recognising the mindsets of those who
employ spyware of the Pegasus variety, and those at the helm of companies such as the NSO.
Short-term remedies are unlikely to achieve desired results.

With the advent of cyber weapons such as Pegasus, technology which is perceived as a friend
could well become a matter of despair. At the pace at which cyber technology is evolving,
erecting proper defences will prove difficult. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is often seen as a kind of
panacea for many of the current problems and ills, but all advances in technology tend to be a
double-edged sword. If truth be told, AI could in turn make all information warfare — including
cyber related — almost impossible to detect, deflect or prevent, at least at the current stage of
development of AI tools. Meanwhile, easy access to newer cyber espionage tools will add to the
existing chaos. All this suggests that security in the era of ever-expanding cyberweapons could
become an ever-receding horizon.

M.K. Narayanan, a former National Security Adviser and a former Governor of West Bengal, is
currently Executive Chairman of CyQureX Pvt. Ltd., a U.K.-U.S.A. cyber security joint venture
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